
HOUSE No. 2318

REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE BUREAU
OF STATISTICS RELATIVE TO THE DECEN-
NIAL CENSUS OF 1915.

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representativ

Pursuant to the provisions of Articles 21 and 22 of the
Amendments to the Constitution, a census of the inhabitants
and legal voters of the Commonwealth must be taken in the
year 1915, and by the provisions of section 7, chapter 371,
Acts of 1909, the Director of the Bureau of Statistics
is required to submit to the General Court in the year
1914 and every tenth year thereafter a “ preliminary
report embodying an estimate of the cost of taking, com-
piling, and publishing the next succeeding decennial cen-
sus, and such other information and recommendations ” in
relation thereto as may be necessary. In response to these
requirements, I have the honor to submit such a report here-
with, including the draft of bill for carrying out the provi-
sions of the Constitution and the general law. The two
articles of Amendment to the Constitution which form the
organic law for the State census are identical in respect to
the following provisions:

Oc Commorttoealt& of o@asoactootts.

A census of the legal voters of each city and town, on the first
day of May, shall be taken and returned into the office of the secre-
tary of the commonwealth, on or before the last day of June, in the
year eighteen hundred and fifty-seven; and a census of the inhab-
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itants of each city and town, in the year eighteen hundred and sixty-
five, and of every tenth year thereafter. In the census aforesaid, a
special enumeration shall be made of the legal voters; and in each
city, said enumeration shall specify the number of such legal voters

foresaid, residing in each ward of such city.

Article 21 provides that the enumeration aforesaid shall
determine the apportionment of the representatives for the
periods between the taking of the census and prescribes the
manner in which the House of Representatives shall be com-
posed; Article 22 provides that the enumeration aforesaid
shall determine the apportionment of senators for the periods
between the taking of the census and prescribes the manner
in which the Senate shall be composed. The districts from
which members of the Governor’s Council are chosen are
likewise determined (by the provisions of Article 16 of the
Amendments) by the decennial census.

The Scope and Cost oe the Census.
It has hitherto been customary at each decennial period

for the Legislature to make provision for the taking of a
census or censuses much broader in scope than is required
by the exact terms of the Constitution and for tabulating the
results in considerable detail. The Census of 1905 cost
$478,859.36, and were the Census of 1915 to be taken upon
the same scale and include the same subjects as that of ten
years ago and were it to cost proportionately the same amount,
it would probably involve, making due allowance for the
growth of the Commonwealth in the decade, an expenditure
of approximately $600,000. 1 Ido not believe that such an
expenditure for the purpose of the Census of 1915 is neces-
sary; and while no estimate of the expense of such a large
undertaking, recurrent only at intervals of a decade, can he
made as closely and intelligently as can the ordinary annual
estimates for the maintenance of a department, it is my pres-

I The cost of the 1905 census was $105,503.95 greater than that of the census taken ten
years previously, which was $373,355.41, an increase of 28.3 per cent. If it be assumed
that this increase was wholly normal and that the necessary expenditures for the Census
of 1915would show a similar increase over those of 1905, the 1915 census would cost about
$615,000
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ient opinion that the forthcc ming census, including hot
of Fisheries and Commerce, -a Census of Population and

can be taken and completed upon as broad a scopi
results published in as sufficient detail as need be 13nt detail as need be to satisfy

the public for approximatelythe reasonable demands of
$400,000. This is about $BO,OOO less than the total cost of
the Census of 1905 in all its branches and also about $BO,OOO
less than it would now probab
in the population in the meant
lation and of Fisheries and C
basis as the Census of 1905.

y cost, in view of the increase
one, to take a Census of Popu-
ommerce alone upon the same

Such a reduction in expeusi will be made possible by the
elimination altogether of the Censuses of Manufactures and
Agriculture, which need not be provided for in view of the
fact that it is contemplated by the United States to take
censuses covering these subjects in all the States in 1915
and by the elimination of the Censuses of Trade. Mining
and Quarrying, Libraries, and Schools and School Property,
each of which was a feature of the Census of 1905 and which,
for various reasons that T will not here undertake to specify,
may, it seems to me, be properly omitted in 1915. While
the accounts of the Census of 1905 were not kept in such
form as to enable the cost of each branch of the work to bee

determined readily at the present time, I have estimated,
with snch data as are at hand, that of the total cost of ap-
proximately $480,000, probably about $lOO,OOO was charge-
able to the above subjects, and that if they were to be in-
cluded within the scope of the forthcoming census, the ex-
pense on their account would approximate $120,000. But
whatever this amount, it will be saved by eliminating these
features from, the calculation.

The Population Census is more costly than all other forms
of census-taking combined, since, in the nature of the case,
it is much broader in its scope and requires a much larger
and more elaborate organization. I have estimated that if
the Population Census of 1915 were to be taken upon the
same scale and by similar methods as was that of 1905, to-
gether with the proposed Census of the Fisheries and Com-
merce (such as it seems to me ought to be provided for),
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it would cost approximately $480,000, the difference being
due to the increase in the population and it being assumed
that no appreciable economies of administration could be
effected. My opinion, therefore, that $400,000 is a reason-
able estimate for the taking of the Censuses of Population,
Fisheries and Commerce is based upon the belief that a very
considerable number of the inquiries' asked in the popula-
tion schedules of the State Census of 1905 can be eliminated
from the Census of 1915 with no sacrifice of really valuable
information in regard to subjects of vital importance, and,
furthermore, that certain economies in administrative, cleri-
cal and field work can be made which will reduce the relative,
if not the absolute, cost, bearing in mind the increase in
population, of gathering and compiling such facts of eco-
nomic importance as the public have a legitimate right to
look to the census to furnish.

But while this estimate is intended to cover the whole
cost of the work and represents expenditures which will be
spread over the entire census period of approximately three
years, the greater portion of which would occur during
the year 1915, —it is important that the director of the
census know in advance the amount which will be ultimately
available in order that he may plan the work intelligently
and most efficiently. The Legislature has always recognized
this fact and has accordingly, in the general census act
passed in the year preceding the taking of the census, indi-
cated the maximum amount w'hich in its judgment should
be expended for the purpose; and this amount, for the rea-
sons above indicated, I have suggested in the accompanying
bill be fixed at $400,000, with the provision that not to ex-
ceed $15,000 shall be available by appropriation this year
for the preliminary work of preparation which must soon
be got well under way.

Change in the Census Day to April 1.
Except for eliminating the provisions for taking Censuses

in 1915 of Manufactures, Trade, Mining and Quarrying,
Agriculture, Libraries, and Schools and School Property,
the accompanying bill follows in general the census act of
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ten years ago (chapter 423, Acts of 1904), with certain
modifications relating to administrative features based upon
the experience of the department which it is believed will
promote economy and efficiency in the enumeration and the
preparation of the results. It will also be noted that April 1
has been fixed as the census clay instead of May 1, which
has been the date in all fc
it may be observed in this
given to the Legislature in
Supreme Court incidentally

■mer State census acts. While
connection that in an opinion
1893 upon another matter, the
asserted that “ in the year 1895

a census must be taken on the first day of May which is to
be returned into the office of the Secretary of the Common-
wealth on or before the last day of June ”, the Legislature
in the census act passed the following year provided that
the returns of the Census of 1895 should be made not later
than December 1, and the 1905 census act contained a sim-
ilar provision. Indeed, the wording of the two articles of
Amendments to the Constitution which form the warrant
for taking the decennial census of population and legal
voters, seems to justify the opinion always held by this de-
partment and by the Legislature that the fixing of the first
day of May as the census dav and the last day of June as

the last date on which the returns of the census must be
made into the office of the Secretary of the Commonwealth
related only to the special census of legal voters which it
waS provided should be made in the year 1857, and that,

far as these two dates for the Census of 1865 and every

tenth year thereafter was coi

determined by the Legislature
fact, determined these dates
period. April 1 is now the lo
that formerly applied to May
assessment of taxes, and, in Be
and besides the natural argu]
there is the additional very p
these dates, that the assesse
helpful in checking up the w

icerned, they were left to be
; and the Legislature has, in

it chose at ea

peal date for the same reason
1, this being the date for the

m, for the list
nent in favor of uniformity,
•actical reason for identity in
ts’ lists are found extremely
3rk of the enumerators, their

value for this purpose being obviously to some extent vitiate
if the assessment and census dates do not correspond.
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Proposed Amendment of the Present Provision foi
changing Ward Lines.

The secretary of the Commonwealth in his report to the
Legislature of the current year (Pub. Doc. 43, page iv.) has
recommended that the date for re-dividing a city into wards

irward from July 1 an 1 in this connection he sav
“ The law now provides that
in 1915 and every tenth year

such re-division may be made
thereafter before the first day
115 is a census year and the
months before July 1 would

of July. It happens that 1
census work starting several
have as a basis for many of it
non-existent at the time of
figures.”

s figures wards which would be
the publication of the census

I wish to second this recommendation and to respectfully
urge the importance of amending the law referred to, which
is found in the codification of the election laws, section 216,
chapter 835, Acts of 1913, and in this connection, to suggest
that cities be required to make provision for any contem-
plated re-division into wards not later than January 1 of the
census year. It will be understood that while the apportion-
ment for members of the Legislature is based, under the Con-
stitution, upon the number of leqal voters as determined by

the census, the ward lines of
the basis of the number of ret
fluctuates from year to year,
ing a revision of their ward
basis the latest available reg

the cities are determined upon
istered voters, which, of course,

Presumably, cities con tempiat-
liues would wish to take as a
itration figures prior to the re-

division, that is, the registration for the state election, which
this year will close on October 14.

If the suggestion above made is adopted, therefoi’e, the
cities would have the period between October 14 and Janu-
ary 1, next, to make any desired revision of the ward lines.
The period between January 1 and the census day would
then be none too long for this department to accomplish the
large amount of work necessary in laying out the enumera-
tion districts in accordance with the new wards, since we
should have to make our own maps of the new wards, divide
the wards as equitably as possible into enumeration districts.
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define the districts by their proper street boundaric
and furnish the enumerator with accurate descripti
their districts tog-ether with uitable map thereof, and
this task would be particularly laborious and complicated for
Boston because of the neeessit transferring the designa
lions of upwards of 4,000 irs’ blocks to th
maps

If the present law is not c
partment will be confronted
directions, first, the possib

hanged, however, the census do
with serious difficulties in twc
lity that some cities may under

take a division into wards on the eve of the census or at a
ate so nearly April 1 that it may be impossible to adjust th

enumeration districts to the new ward lines, thereby involvii
the taking of the census on the basis of the old ward line
and its tabulation, in order to comply with the law, on the
basis of the new; or, secondly if a city should make a new
division into wards after the ce sus day (although it be done
prior to July 1 as the law n permits), the tabulations byw
wards would, nevertheless, ha to be made in accordance
with the lines as they exi n the census day. The result
could not but be confusin ice for all cities which might
hange their ward lines durir the period between the census
lay and July 1, the tabu! at ily of the population:e‘ tabulations

i which the ; apportionment for membersand legal voters, on which th
of the Legislature must be mad in 1916, but also the various1

social data incidentally gather i, would be presented on the
basis of ward lines which v ulcl then have
existence.

The conditions to which a
existed ten years ago, the pr
and in certain cities which i
after January 1 it was foun

ntion is here called actual
Nt law being then in

iertook to change ward line
remely difficult to get the

laid out in accordance withenumeration districts prope

the same in season to take tl properly. Ther
however, be no guarantee th ich Boston
is one, which did not m new division into wards ten
years ago and whose wards Vi

lines established twenty or in h to
rich a division some time during the comir
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There seems to be no good reason why any such contemplated
changes cannot be arranged for between the period of the
closing of the registration for the next State election in
October and January 1 next by substituting this period for
that provided by the present law, which runs from January 1
to July 1 in the census year. If this be done, the Bureau
would definitely know not later than January 1 the ward lines
as they would exist on the census day and could lay out the
enumeration districts and take the census accordingly, and
the tabulations of population and legal voters, as well as all
other information gathered, would conform to the new lines
and be in all respects up to date.

Respectfully submitted

CHARLES F. GETTEMY,
Director, Bureau of Statistics.

State House, Boston, March 16, 1914.
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AN ACT
To provide for taking the Decennial Census of the Com-

monwealth.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
in General Court assembled, and by the authority of the
same, as follows:

1 Section" 1. The decenial census of the inhabitants of
2 each city and town of the commonwealth, and a special
3 enumeration of the legal voters thereof, as required hy
4 articles twenty-one and twenty-two of the amendments
5 to the constitution, shall be taken by the bureau of statis-
-6 tics as of the first day,of April in the year nineteen hun-
-7 dred and fifteen. Said census shall be taken by means
8 of printed schedules which shall embrace, besides the in-
9 quiries necessary to obtain the information required as

10 aforesaid, such other inquiries as may be deemed by the
11 director of said bureau, subject to the approval of the
12 governor and council, to be expedient and in the public
13 interest.

1 Section 2. For the purpose of obtaining information
2 called for by this act, the director of the bureau of statis-
-3 tics shall divide the commonwealth into enumeration dis-

C&e Commontoealtk of Massachusetts.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fourteen.
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4 tricts, and lie shall have authority to appoint enumerators,
5 interpreters, inspectors, and special agents who shall be
6 paid such rates of compensation as may be fixed by said

Erector, subject to the approval of the governor and
8 council, except that in extreme emergencies or in districts
9 in which suitable enumerators and interpreters cannot be

10 obtained at the rate of compensation fixed as aforesaid,
11 said director may fix a rate which, in his judgment, is

reasonable under the circumstances; and the appointment
13 of enumerators, interpreters, inspectors, and special
14 agents shall be in accordance with such rules and tests
15 as said director may, with the approval of the civil service
16 commission, devise for this purpose: provided, however,
17 that enumerators shall be, so far as practicable, residents
18 of the cities and towns from which they are appointed;
19 and from among the persons appointed as aforesaid, said
20 director may select for clerical positions in connection
21 with examining and tabulating the returns and preparing

the results of the census for publication such as may, by
23 virtue of experience and training acquired in the work
24 of the census, be deemed especially qualified for said
25 positions. All clerks, stenographers, and other employees
26 necessary in connection with the taking of the census and

7 the analysis and publication of the residts thereof, excepi
8 as herein otherwise provided for, shall be appointed ir

2,9 accordance with the provisions of chapter nineteen, Ee
30 vised Laws, or amendments thereof; and the compensa
31 tion of such employees shall be determined in the same

manner as that of the regular employees of the bureau
of statistics. Persons employed in accordance with the

34 provisions of this act shall be eligible after the eompletioi
35 of their duties in connection with the census for transfer

6 within the discretion of the director of the bureau of
i 7 statistics to the regular staff of said bureau. Whenever,
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38 for the purpose of expediting the work upon the censi

39 or in order to promote the prompt publication of thethe

40 results thereof, it shall be deemed necessary to requi
1 clerks, stenographers, or other office employees to work

42 more than the usual number of actual working hours in
any one day, said employees may be paid extra compensa

44 tion based upon the regular rate of pay. Ar
45 employed under the provisions of this act found incom
46 potent or derelict in the performance of his duty may be
47 removed by the director of the bureau of statistics and
48 successor immediately appointed.

tition of the city government

i with the director of the bureau of staty ci

ics prior to the first day of January in the year ninete
hundred and fifteen, for an enumeration of such city in
such manner as to show the number of inhabitants and

rare, or avenue, or in such6 legal voters in each stre

itv as may be designated, ar

8 specifying the details with which it is desired that the
9 results thereof shall be tabulated, the enumeration shall

10 be so made: provided, that said director is able to procurirocure

1 such maps or plans as may be necessary
Phe tabulations herein provided for shall be limit

ar upon the regular schedules for
14 the census of population provided for in secti

mpletioi

aforesaid, made for any city under the provisions of

refer, the
9 warr

20 of chapter four hundred and ninety of the10 of chf

Section 3. I
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13 such expense, and the said amount shall he collected and
24 paid over to the treasurer and receiver-general in the

25 same manner as other state taxes. A copy of such tabula-
-26 tions as may be made in accordance with this section
27 shall, as soon as possible thereafter, be filed by the director
28 of the bureau of statistics with the city clerk of the city
29 for which such tabulations have been prepared.

1 Section 4. The enumerators, interpreters, inspectors,
2 and special agents and other persons appointed under this
3 act shall be furnished with a commission certifying to
4 their appointment, and before entering upon the discharge
5 of their duties shall take and subscribe an oath or afßnna-
-6 tion that they will faithfully perform to the best of their
7 ability the duties imposed upon them, and that they will
8 support the constitution and laws of the commonwealth;
9 and each enumerator in making returns to the bureau

10 shall sign and transmit therewith a certification, properly
11 sworn to, that the information reported in such returns
12 is correct to the best of his knowledge and belief.

1 Section 5. Upon the completion of the canvass of the
2 district to which he is assigned, each enumerator shall

forward to the director of the bureau of statistics a
4 voucher properly sworn to, certifying to the number of
5 days taken in making the canvass, the number of persons
6 enumerated, and such other facts as may be required by
7 said director; and each interpreter shall file a voucher
8 in proper form for services rendered. No allowance or
9 compensation shall be made to any enumerator or inter-

10 preter except upon the approval by the director of the
11 bureau of statistics of vouchers filed as aforesaid; and
12 no allowance shall be made to any enumerator or inter-
-13 preter for traveling or other expenses in addition to the
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14 fixed rate of pay, except in extreme cases, when in the

15 opinion of said director, such extra allowance would
16 secure economy in the enumeration; and in no case shall

be made except upon the pre-
f said director to incur such

17 any such extra allowanc
18 vious written authority

the presentation of a proper19 expenses, nor except u
20 voucher covering; the me: provided, however, that

.terpreters at their own expens
advance, may, within the di

21 enumerators employing ii
23 without authorization in

he allowed reimbursement for
shall any allowance of pay for

retion of said direc
24 expenses so incurred; nor
35 an enumerator or interpreter be made until the district
36 to which he is assigned has been canvassed to the satis-

bureau of statistics, nor shall27 faction of the director of the
28 full payment be allowed an

29 furnished him have been
30 cepted for tabulation. Saic
31 allowances of pay, require a;

32 corrections of errors in his

enumerator until all schedules
returned, examined, and ac-

i director may, before making
ny enumerator to make needed

schedules without additional
declines to make such correc-
of said director, it is deemed

33 pay; and if an enumerate
34 tions, or if in the judgme
35 necessary to cause such cc rection or a re-enumeration of
36 any portion of such enumerator’s district to be made by
37 some other person, the cost of making the corrections or

38 re-enumeration may be deducted from the amount tl
39 would otherwise have been allowed such enumerator.

1 Section 6. The information obtained under the pro
2 visions of this act shall be deemed confidential as respects

3 individuals, and no disclosures shall be made of names

4 or any other data relating to individuals or of the names

5 of individuals supplying the information called for by
6 this act, except as authorized by chapter three hundred
7 and eighty-five of the acts of the year, nineteen hundred
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and six. Any person employed under the provisions of
this act, or any officer or other employee of the bureau of
statistics, who improperly d
in confidence in accordance
refuses to perform any duty
with law, or who is guilty
in the discharge of his dut
not exceeding two thousam

iscloses information furnished
with this act, or who wilfully
required of him in accordance

■f wilful deceit or falsehood
shall be subject to a fine of
dollars or imprisonment for

any person who refuses tclot more than one year; ai

furnish information as required by this act to a persor
authorized to collect the same shall be liable to pay a fine
not exceeding one thousand dollars for each such refusal.
All fines imposed by this act may he recovered in any
court of competent jurisdiction, by information or com-
plaint of the attornev-general, and shall accrue to the
commonwealtl

issihle after the enumeration
as been completed and the

Section 7. As soon as pc
provided for by this act h
results thereof dulv determine d, the director of the bureau

turn of the same into theof statistics shall make a r
office of the secretary of the
number of inhabitants and L
said enumeration in each to
several cities, and the secre

e commonwealth, showing the
legal voters as determined by

town and in'each ward of the
retary shall submit the same
the first ten days of the sessionto the general court within

thereof next following.

Section 8. In addition to the census provided for by
lection one of this act, the director of the bureau of

3 statistics shall also cause to be taken during the year

nineteen hundred and fifteen a census of the fisheries
and commerce of the commonwealth, and the several pro-
visions of this act shall, so far as practicable, apply thereto.
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1 Section 9. The director of the bureau of statist!
2 shall cause to be prepared and printed in su

with such analyses as he may deem advisable tabulations
information gathered in1 of the various classei

5 ance with this act; and he may publish the same ii
uch number as may be neces-6 tins from time to time in
meet the legitimate denialary in his ludgment

8 therefor, reservinf than twenty-one hundr
9 copies of each issue for sul sequent binding as herein pro-

f said bulletins covering re10 video! for. When a series
11 lated subjects has been completed, he may cause the sam
12 to be suitably bound into volmr these, with such

information gathered in the13 other volumes contain!
hall be distributed undercensus, as may be prepare

ary of the commonwealth as15 the direction of the seer

16 follow To each indiv ual member of the legislatureic

ired and fourteen, nineteen17 in the years nineteen hi i
18 hundred and fifteen, and ineteen hundred and sixteer

onal copy to the clerk of thend an add!19 one C'

20 senate and the clerl the house for the use of their
1 respective offices; to tl governor, lieutenant governor

h individual member le council ot the year

urteen, nineteen hundred ancnineteen hur
teen hur1 fifte ■ec

h board, departn thet, or commi

nab

sachiMativ

38 copy each; to the justices of the supreme judicial court
29 and to the ju

30

hpv

33 of voters in the cities of the commonwealth, one copy

>wn clerk for the use of his office, one
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35 copy; to the libraries of the incorporated colleges and
36 universities of the commonwealth, one copy each; to the
37 several state normal schools, one copy each; to the several
38 county law libraries of the commonwealth, one copy each;

3 to each free public library in the commonwealth, at least
40 one copy; to the Massachusetts Historical Society,
41 the New England Genealogical Society, the Boston
43 Athenaeum, and the American Antiquarian Society, one
43 copy each; to the library of congress, one copy; to the
44 several state and territorial libraries of the United States,

45 one copy each; to the bureau of statistics for distribution
46 in the discretion of the director of said bureau, one hun-
-47 dred copies. Any remaining copies shall be distributed
48 under the direction of the secretary of the commonwealth.

1 Section 10. In addition to the preparation and puh-
-2 lication of the tabulations provided for in section nine
3 of this act, the director of the bureau of statistics is
4 authorized to prepare from information obtained in the
5 census such special tabulations from time to time as may
6 be desired by any individual or organization, and to
7 charge therefor a reasonable sum, based upon the cost of
8 making said tabulations. All fees received under the
9 provisions of this section shall be paid into the treasury

10 of the commonwealth.

1 Section 11. The director of the bureau of statistics
2 is hereby authorized to expend not to exceed the sum of
3 four hundred thousand dollars in carrying out the pro-
-4 visions of this act, exclusive of the cost of paper, of which
5 an amount not to exceed fifteen thousand dollars shall be
6 available during the current year; and the sergeant-at

7- arms is hereby directed to provide for use in carrying out
8 the provisions of this act such quarters as may be deemed
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9 by the director of the bureau of statistics to be suital
and other expenses in conn©10 therefor, the cost of rental

11 tion therewith to be paid
12 the census. Erom and aft

out of the appropriation lor

r July one, nineteen hundred
ieth of June in the year nine-teen, until the tl
, this period covering approxi-
preparing for and supervising

14 teen hundred and seventeen
15 mutely the time required ix
16 the taking of the census and tabulating the results thereo:

or of the bureau of statistics
said bureau shall receive extra
if one thousand two hundred
illars per annum, respectively,

17 for publication, the direct
18 and the deputy director of
19 compensation at the rate
30 dollars and one thousand d

i by law, the same to21 in addition to their salarie
23 be paid from the approj nation for census purposes

33 Chapter four hundred and twenty-three of the acts of the
34 year nineteen hundred and four is hereby repealed.

1 Section 12. This act shall take effect upon its j




